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Abstract
This paper relates labeled transition systems and coalgebras with the motivation
of comparing and combining their complementary contributions to the theory of
concurrent systems  The wellknown mismatch between these two notions for what
concerns the morphisms is resolved by extending the coalgebraic framework by lax
cohomomorphisms 
Enriching both labeled transition systems and coalgebras with algebraic struc
ture for an algebraic specication the correspondence is lost again  This leads to
the introduction of lax coalgebras where the coalgebra structure is given by a lax
homomorphism  The resulting category of lax coalgebras and lax cohomomorphisms
for a suitable endofunctor is shown to be isomorphic to the category of structured
transition systems where both states and transitions form algebras 
The framework is also presented on a more abstract categorical level using monads
and comonads extending the bialgebraic approach recently introduced by Turi and
Plotkin 
  Introduction
Transition systems   are widely used in Computer Science for the opera
tional semantics of computational formalismsMany variations of such systems
have been dened in the literature	 Usually they are obtained by extending the
basic structure 
consisting of a set of states and a transition structure with
other features like labeling functions algebraic structure on states andor
transitions an independence relation on transitions and so on
There are two main ways of representing a 
standard transition system
as a mathematical structure The rst way is to regard it as a graph ie
a collection of nodes 
the states and of arcs 
the transitions among nodes
 
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Sometimes such a graph is required to be simple ie there can be at most one
transition relating two given states 
therefore the transitions dene a relation
on states The second way is to regard a transition system as a coalgebra 
for
a suitable endofunctor by viewing the transition relation as a function from
states to collections of states mapping each state to its successors
The representation of systems as 
possibly simple graphs has some ad
vantages if one wants to equip states and transitions with algebraic structure
This is the case for example in the theory of structured transition systems
as dened in  It has been shown that programs of many computational
formalisms 
including among others PT Petri nets in the sense of  term
rewriting systems term graph rewriting  graph rewriting  Horn Clause
Logic  can be encoded as heterogeneous graphs having as collection of
nodes algebras with respect to a suitable algebraic specication
 
and usually
a poorer structure on arcs 
often they are just a set Structured transition sys
tems are dened instead as graphs having algebraic structure both on nodes
and on arcs A free construction associates with each program its induced
structured transition system from which a second free construction is used to
generate the free model ie a structured category which lifts the algebraic
structure to the transition sequences This induces an equivalence relation on
the computations of a system which is shown to capture some basic properties
of true concurrency Moreover since the construction of the free model is a
left adjoint functor it is compositional with respect to operations on programs
expressible as colimits
The representation of transition systems as coalgebras has been used for
example in   Interestingly in this case the natural notion of morphism be
tween systems turns out to be a functional bisimulation and a  nal coalgebra

if it exists provides canonical representatives for the equivalence classes of
states wrt bisimulation equivalence Other topics based on the coalgebraic
representation of transition systems have been recently addressed including
the relationship between the initial and nal semantics   the use of nal
semantics for lazy applicative languages   and the denition of an abstract
mathematical framework for structured operational semantics   
Summarizing we can safely say that both representations of transition
systems mentioned above 
graphs and coalgebras are at the basis of relevant
theoretical results However in our view the results obtained in the two ap
proaches are complementary to eachother and to our knowledge there is yet
no clear way to relate them This paper presents a contribution in this direc
tion Our main goal is to represent structured transition systems as some kind
of coalgebras with algebraic structure Briey we will introduce a category
where the objects are such systems As for arrows many reasonable deni
tions exist because one can require that both the algebraic and coalgebraic
structure are strictly preserved or that one of them 
or even both are pre

Actually for some of these formalisms a richer essentially algebraic structure is needed

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served just in a weak 
lax way This provides a exible framework where
the same systems can be analyzed from dierent perspectives including the
graphtheoretic and the coalgebraic ones but also arbitrary mixtures of them
Interesting questions that can be considered in this new formal framework

but that we leave as future research topics include the denition of observa
tional mechanisms for structured transition systems and the analysis of the
corresponding bisimulation and congruence relations
The paper is structured as follows In Section  we recall for standard
nondeterministic labeled transition systems the denitions based on 
sim
ple graphs and on coalgebras The wellknown mismatch between these two
denitions for what concerns the morphisms is resolved by introducing lax
cohomomorphisms which are dened for any orderendowed functor ie an
endofunctor equipped with a family of preorders on arrows In Section  essen
tially the same outline is followed for structured transition systems where the
algebraic structure of states is determined by an algebraic specication As a
running example the transition system of a PT Petri net is considered We
show that unfortunately such a system cannot be dened as a coalgebra for
an endofunctor on the category of commutative monoids This motivates the
introduction of lax coalgebras where the algebraic structure of the carrier is
required to be preserved only in a lax way by the successor mapping The cat
egory of lax coalgebras and lax cohomomorphisms is shown to be isomorphic
to that of structured transition systems
Next in Section  we establish a relationship between our approach and the
related one due to Rutten Turi and Plotkin started with    and further
developed in    In particular while we consider in Section  coalgebras
for endofunctors on categories of algebras for an algebraic specication in the
abstract categorical setting of    the more general bialgebras are used ie
pairs of algebras and coalgebras for a monad and comonad respectively More
fundamentally however the interpretation of the algebraic structure is dier
ent in the two approaches	 In    it represents the structure of programs
the standard example being process algebras   and not the structure of
states as in our approach It comes therefore of no surprise that the notions
of bialgebras and of their morphisms as introduced in   are not adequate
for our purposes Thus in Section  we lift to the abstract level of bialge
bras the lax notions introduced earlier dening lax bialgebras and their lax
cohomomorphisms This more abstract framework makes easier the proof of
interesting properties of our structures As an example we show that the well
known equivalence between the category of coalgebras for a functor and the
category of coalgebras for its cofree comonad generalizes smoothly to the lax
case In the last section we conclude and briey discuss some topics for future
research

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 Labeled Transition Systems as Coalgebras with Lax
Cohomomorphism
In this section we dene formally labeled transition systems both as a transi
tion relation over a set of states and as a coalgebra for a suitable functor and
we stress that they dier for the class of morphisms among transition systems
that are allowed Next we show that the two presentations can be recon
ciled by introducing lax cohomomorphisms These are dened for an arbitrary
orderendowed functor  a typical example of which is the 
nite powerset
functor P
f
equipped with the standard setinclusion relation
De nition  labeled transition systems Let L be a xed set of labels
A nondeterministic labeled transition system over L is a structure TS 
hS  
TS
i where S is a set of states and  
TS
 S  L  S is a labeled
transition relation As usual we write s
l
 
TS
s
 
for hs  l  s
 
i  
TS
 System
TS is  nitelybranching if for each s  S the set fhl  s
 
i j s
l
 
TS
s
 
g is nite
A transition system morphism f 	 TS  TS
 
is a function f 	 S  S
 
which preserves the transitions ie such that s
l
 
TS
t implies f
s
l
 
TS
 
f
t We will denote by TS
L
the category of nitelybranching labeled tran
sition systems over L and corresponding morphisms
Notice that a more general denition would allow for transition systems
over dierent sets of labels and correspondingly for more general morphisms
Here we stick to a xed set of labels because this restriction corresponds in a
natural way to the denition of systems as coalgebras for a xed functor as
shown below
It is wellknown that labeled transition systems can be represented as coal
gebras for a suitable functor   Let us rst introduce the standard denition
of coalgebras for a functor
De nition  coalgebras Let B 	 C  C be an endofunctor on a category
C A coalgebra for B or Bcoalgebra is a pair hA  ai where A is an object of C
and a 	 A  BA is an arrow A Bcohomomorphism f 	 hA  ai  hA
 
  a
 
i is
an arrow f 	 A A
 
of C such that
a
 
 f  Bf  a
 
The category of Bcoalgebras and Bcohomomorphisms will be denoted
BCoalg The underlying functor U 	 BCoalg  C maps an object hA  ai
to A and an arrow f to itself
Proposition  labeled transition systems as coalgebras Let P
L
	
Set Set be the functor de ned as
X  P
f

LX
where L is a  xed set of labels and P
f
denotes the  nite powerset functor
Category P
L
Coalg is isomorphic to the subcategory of TS
L
containing all its
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objects and all the morphisms f 	 TS  TS
 
which also reect transitions
ie such that if f
s
l
 
TS
 
t then there is a state s
 
 S such that s
l
 
TS
s
 
and f
s
 
  t
Proof For objects a transition system hS  i is mapped to the coalgebra
hS  i where 
s  fhl  s
 
i j s
l
  s
 
g and vice versa a coalgebra hS   	
S  P
L

Si is mapped to the system hS  i with s
l
  s
 
if hl  s
 
i  
s
For arrows see the considerations below  
The property of reecting behaviors enjoyed by cohomomorphisms plays
a fundamental role for example for the characterization of bisimulation rela
tions as spans of cohomomorphisms for the relevance of nal coalgebras and
for various other results of the theory of coalgebras   However in many
situations the more general morphisms of Denition   are needed like for
example in the denition of a compositional proof system for labeled transi
tion systems  We propose to generalize the notion of cohomomorphism
in order to accommodate also the more general denition of morphisms in a

lax coalgebraic framework
The following observation makes clear the intuition that we follow in the
next denitions Let TS  hS  i and TS
 
 hS
 
  
 
i be two P
L
coalgebras
and let f 	 TS  TS
 
be a cohomomorphism If we split the cohomomorphism
condition 
  for f in the conjunction of the two inclusions P
L

f    
 
 f
and 
 
f  P
L

f then it is easily shown that the rst inclusion expresses
preservation of transitions while the second one corresponds to reection
Therefore to accommodate plain morphisms as those of Denition   in this
framework one should replace the equality in 
  with a suitable inclusion
Even if all the examples that we will consider use the powerset functors the
next denitions are slightly more general
De nition  orderendowed functors An orderendowed endofunctor
over a category C is a pair hB vi where B 	 C  C is a functor and
v
X Y
 Hom
C

X BY   Hom
C

X BY  is a family of preorders such that
for all f v
X Y
g 	 X  BY
f  h v
W Y
g  h for each h 	 W  X

Bk  f v
X Z
Bk  g for each k 	 Y  Z

We usually drop the indices of these preorder relations
As a typical example the nite powerset functor P
f
	 Set Set equipped
with the partial orders f 
X Y
g 	 X  P
f

Y  i for all x  X f
x  g
x
is an orderendowed functor Quite obviously to the same functor in general
one can associate dierent preorders	 this justies the fact that the preorder
is part of the name of an orderendowed functor For instance also hP
f
 i
where f 
X Y
g i g 
X Y
f  and hP
f
 i are orderendowed functors
De nition  lax cohomomorphisms Let hB vi 	 C  C be an order

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endowed functor and let hA  ai and hA
 
  a
 
i be two Bcoalgebras A lax coho
momorphism f 	 hA  ai  hA
 
  a
 
i is an arrow f 	 A A
 
such that
Bf  a v a
 
 f

The category of Bcoalgebras with lax cohomomorphisms is denoted by hB v
iCoalg
lx

The following fact follows directly from Proposition  and the above
considerations
Proposition 	 The categories of transition systems TS
L
as for De ni
tion 	
 and of coalgebras with lax cohomomorphisms hP
L
 iCoalg
lx
are
isomorphic
 Structured Transition Systems as Lax Coalgebras
Following essentially the same outline of the previous section we show here
how to represent structured transition systems ie transition systems with
algebraic structure in a corresponding coalgebraic framework As indicated
in the introduction we will consider systems where the structure is determined
by an equational onesorted algebraic specication   h  Ei We denote by
Alg
 the category of total algebras and homomorphisms If h 	   
 
is a specication morphism V
h
	 Alg

 
  Alg
 denotes the associated
forgetful functor and F
h
	 Alg
  Alg

 
 its left adjoint generating the
free 
 
algebra over a given algebra In particular V

	 Alg
  Set and
F

	 SetAlg
 denote the forgetful and the free functor with the category
of sets
As running example we consider Petri nets and a description of their behav
ior by structured transition systems According to  the relevant algebraic
structure of 
transition systems of Petri nets is that of commutative monoids
presented in the following algebraic specication
Commutative Monoid 
sorts monoid
opns e 	  monoid
 	 monoid monoid  monoid
eqns for all x  y  z 	 monoid

x y z  x 
y  z
x y  y  x
e x  x
It denes the category Alg
CM of commutative monoids and monoid ho
momorphisms

the forgetful functor V
CM
	 Alg
CM  Set mapping a
monoid M  hM  e i to the set V
CM

M  M  and the free functor
F
CM
	 Set Alg
CM that maps a set S to the set of 
nite multisets over

The category Alg CM is often denoted CMon

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a b
t
ba b
b ba
a b
ba
e
e
bt
a
a
b
b
t
Fig    A simple Petri net and its transition system
S with empty set as unit and sum as monoid operation In the following we
denote by S

the set of multisets over S ie S

 V
CM
 F
CM

S
Example  Petri net transition systems We consider PlaceTransition
nets   PN  
P  T  pre  post given by a set P of places a set T of tran
sitions and functions pre  post 	 T  P

 that dene for each transition
t  T its pre and postconditions The small net SN  
fa  bg  ftg  ft 
a bg  ft  eg shown in Fig   suces as example for our purposes
The structured transition system LTS
CM

PN of a Petri net PN 

P  T  pre  post is given as follows Its monoid of states is the free commu
tative monoid F
CM

P  with carrier the set of markings P

 The labels are
given by the free commutative monoid F
CM

P 	 T  over the places P and
transitions T of PN  The transition relation contains the elementary steps
pre
t
t
  post
t for each t  T  the idle transitions m
m
  m for all
m  P

 and the closure under sums	 if m
i
t
i
  m
 
i

i      are tran
sitions in LTS
CM

PN then their parallel composition given by the sum
m

 m
 
t
 
t

  m
 

 m
 
 
is also in LTS
CM

PN Firing in context is mod
eled by parallel composition with idle transitions Hence the transitions of
LTS
CM

PN represent the steps 
ie parallel rings of PN  The transition
system LTS
CM

SN is sketched in the right of Fig  
In LTS
CM

PN the states and labels are commutative monoids Since
the idle transition e
e
  e on the empty marking e  P

is a unit of the
transition relation also the transition relation   is a commutative monoid
and a subalgebra of P

 T

 P

 Commutative monoids are the relevant
algebraic structure of Petri nets as they deliver the necessary framework to
obtain the above construction as a free construction 
The example of the Petri net transition system can immediately be gener
alized to transition systems with arbitrary algebraic structure
De nition  structured transition systems Let  be an algebraic speci
cation and L be a algebra of labels A structured transition system over
 and L is a pair STS  hA  
STS
i where A is a algebra of states and
 
STS
 A  L  A is a labeled transition relation ie a subalgebra of the
product A L A in Alg
 For ha  l  bi  
STS
we write a
l
 
STS
b
A morphism f 	 STS  STS
 
of structured transition systems over 
and L is a homomorphism f 	 A  A
 
such that a
l
 
STS
b implies that

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f
a
l
 
STS
 
f
b The category of structured transition systems over  and
L is denoted TS

L

To carry over the coalgebraic presentation of labeled transition systems
to the structured case we have to look for an appropriate endofunctor on
the category of algebras that lifts the functor P
L
	 Set  Set to Alg

In Proposition  P
L
is dened using products and nite powersets Since
Alg
 has all products and they are preserved by the forgetful functor V

to Set it remains to lift the nite powerset functor to a power algebra functor
on Alg
 ie to dene for each algebra A in Alg
 a algebra structure
on the powerset P
f

V


A over the carrier of A
For a simple example consider rst the construction of power monoids
that shall be used in the following to present Petri net transition systems as
coalgebras Given a commutative monoid M  hM  e i its power monoid
P
CM
f

M  hP
f

M  feg 
PM
i is given by the nite powerset of the carrier
of M  the singleton feg as unit and the elementwise sum m 
PM
n  fx 
y j x  m  y  ng Each monoid morphism f 	 M  N is mapped to a
monoid morphism P
CM
f

f  P
f

f 	 P
CM
f

M  P
CM
f

N which makes
P
CM
f
	 Alg
CMAlg
CM a functor
Then dene for a monoid L of labels the endofunctor P
CM
L
	 Alg
CM
Alg
CM by X  P
CM
f

L X Since V
CM

L X  V
CM

L  V
CM

X
and P
f
 V
CM
 V
CM
 P
CM
f
 it follows that
P
f

V
CM

L V
CM

X  P
f

V
CM

LX  V
CM

P
CM
f

LX 
ie on the underlying sets P
V
CM
L
and P
CM
L
coincide
Example  Consider again the LTS of the small Petri net SN  Taking
the successor sets 
m  fht m
 
i j m
t
  m
 
g in order to construct the
coalgebra corresponding to a transition system we see that 
a  fha  aig
and 
b  fhb  big whereas 
a b  fha b  a bi  ht  eig which is clearly
dierent from fha  aig fha  aig Thus hF
CM

P   i is not a P
CM
L
coalgebra
because  is not a CMhomomorphism However  still satises the relaxed
homomorphism property 
a 
b  
a b
The last observation leads to the denition of lax coalgebras similar to the
denition of lax cohomomorphisms in the preceding section The following
denition of lifting functors and orders establishes the relationship between

orderendowed endofunctors on algebras and carrier sets
De nition  lifting Given endofunctors B 	 C  C B
 
	 C
 
 C
 
and a
functor V 	 C
 
 C B
 
is called a lifting of B along V  if V B
 
 B  V 
Let hB vi 	 C  C be an orderendowed functor and B
 
	 C
 
 C
 
a lifting
of B along V  then B
 
is orderendowed by v
 
via
f v
 
g 
 V f v V g 	 V X  V B
 
Y  BV Y
for all f  g 	 X  B
 
Y in C
 

We call v
 
the lifting of v to B
 
and hB
 
 v
 
i a lifting of hB vi along V 

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If B

	 Alg
  Alg
 is a lifting of an endofunctor B 	 Set  Set
along a forgetful functor V

and B is orderendowed by v then the lifting
of v to B

is the same as v on homomorphisms 
which are mappings
Therefore we will use the same symbol v for both orderings in this case
De nition  lax coalgebra Let hB

 vi 	 Alg
  Alg
 be a lift
ing of an orderendowed endofunctor hB vi on Set along V

 A lax 
homomorphism f 	 A  B

A
 
is a mapping f 	 V

A  V

B

A
 
such that
for all op  
n
op
B

A
 
 f
n
v f  op
A


A lax hB

 vicoalgebra 
in Alg
 is a pair hA  ai where A is a algebra
and a 	 A B

A is a lax homomorphism
A lax cohomomorphism of lax hB

 vicoalgebras f 	 hA  ai  hA
 
  a
 
i is
a homomorphism f 	 A  A
 
such that B

f  a v a
 
 f  The category of
lax hB

 vicoalgebras with lax hB

 vicohomomorphisms is denoted hB

 v
iLaxCoalg
lx

Coming back to the general presentation of structured transition systems
as lax coalgebras we still have to lift the functor P
L
	 Set Set  X  P
f

L
X to Alg
 for arbitrary specications  As for monoids we rst construct
power algebras Since the nite powerset of a set M is a free semilattice power
algebras can be obtained generically by the following algebraic specication
PA
 that combines  with a semilattice specication and corresponding
distributivity equations
Power Algebra  
sorts ps
opns all operations of  and
 	  ps
t 	 ps ps  ps
eqns all equations of 
for all x  y  z 	 ps

x t y t z  x t 
y t z
x t y  y t x
 t x  
x t x  x
and the distributivity equations
for all x

       x
n
  y

       y
n
	 ps
op
x

t y

  x
 
       x
n
  op
x

       x
n
 t op
y

  x
 
       x
n




op
x

       x
n
  x
n
t y
n
  op
x

       x
n
 t op
x

       x
n
  y
n

for all operations op in 
n
Let s 	   PA
 be the inclusion of specications 
that maps the sole sort

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of  to ps Then the carrier set of a free algebra F
s

A is the nite powerset
P
f

V

A of the carrier V

A of A the semi lattice operations are the ones of
the free semi lattice over V

A ie empty set and union The operations
of F
s

A are dened as for the power monoid by all possible combinations
op
F
s
A

m

       m
n
  fop
A

x

       x
n
 j x
i
 m
i
  i          ng
Composition of the free functor F
s
	 Alg
  Alg
PA
 and the for
getful functor V
s
	 Alg
PA
  Alg
 yields the power algebra endo
functor P

f
	 Alg
  Alg
 Given furthermore a algebra L the endo
functor P

L
is dened by X  P

f

L  X It is orderendowed by the nat
ural ordering on powersets by inclusion ie f  g 	 A  P

L

A
 
 i for all
a  V


A  f
a  g
a
Example 	 The Petri net transition system LTS
CM

SN in Figure   is a
lax hP
CM
L
 icoalgebra with L  F
CM

T 	 P  Let M  F
CM

P  be the
free commutative monoid of places of SN  PM  P
CM
L

M the power monoid
over L M  and  	 P

 P
f


T 	 P 

 P

  m  fht m
 
i j m
t
  m
 
g
Then
e
PM
 fhe
L
  e
M
ig  
e
M


a
n

PM

b
k
   
fht
m
 a
nm
 b
km
  a
nm
 b
km
i j   m  min
n  kg  
a
n

M
b
k

Furthermore let DN  
fa  bg       be the disconnected subnet of SN 
and j 	 DN  SN the inclusion This induces an inclusion of the transition
systems i 	 LTS
CM

DN  LTS
CM

SN Both have the same monoid of
states but the only transitions in LTS
CM

DN are the idle transitions Since
i is the identity on markings the lax cohomomorphism property reduces to

DN
 
SN
 Notice that i is a 
strictly lax cohomomorphism because we
have 
DN

a b  fha b  a big and 
SN

a b  fha b  a bi  ht  e
M
ig
Proposition 
 The categories of lax coalgebras hP

L
 iLaxCoalg
lx
and
of  nitely branching transition systems TS

L
are isomorphic
 Coalgebras with Algebraic Structure as Bialgebras
In this section we establish the relationship of our presentation of coalgebras
over algebras to the more abstract categorical setting of    Thereby
we also prepare the ground for a more abstract presentation of the lax notions
introduced in Section 
The main categorical tool of    may be rephrased in our setting as the
following proposition
Proposition  lifting adjunctions Let  be a speci cation B 	 Set
Set be a functor and B

	 Alg
  Alg
 be a lifting of B along V


Then the forgetful functor V

B
	 B

Coalg  BCoalg de ned on objects
 
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and arrows by
ha 	 A B

Ai  hV

a 	 V

A V

B

A  BV

Ai and f  V

f
has a left adjoint F

B
	 BCoalg  B

Coalg where U

 F

B
 F

 U 
denoting by U 	 BCoalg  Set and U

	 B

Coalg  Alg
 the obvious
underlying functors
Moreover if U 	 BCoalg Set has a right adjoint R 	 Set BCoalg
this lifts to a right adjoint R

	 Alg
  B

Coalg for U

with R  V


V

B
R


Set
Alg
V

F

BCoalg
B

Coalg
V

B
F

B
U
U

R
R

Since R

and V

B
are both right adjoints B

Coalg inherits a nal object
R


 from Alg
 which is then preserved by V

B
 Hence the maximal bisim
ulation equivalence induced by the nal morphism to R


 in B

Coalg is
determined by the underlying sets and functions that is its denition doesnt
use the algebraic structure of states and transitions Nevertheless since the
nal morphisms in B

Coalg are homomorphisms it follows that the coars
est bisimulation equivalence is in fact a congruence Now it is quite easy to see
that this very general result does not hold for example for Petri net transition
systems Consider for example the simple net in Figure   and assume that
we disregard the idle transitions in the observations Then both markings a
and b would produce empty observations that is they are bisimilar 
a  b
Clearly also b  b but a b  b b because from a b we could observe the
transition t This shows that our example does not t in this framework and
justies the lax notions that we introduced
In the rest of this section we prove Proposition   by presenting the above
category B

Coalg of coalgebras over algebras as a category of bialgebras
in the sense of   and applying the corresponding results of that paper
First algebras are represented more abstractly as algebras for the monad
of the adjunction F a V


see eg  Section III	 Let T  hT    i be the
monad on Set dened by T  V F 	 Set  Set   	 Id
Set
 T the unit of
the adjunction and   V 
F
	 T
 
 T with  	 FV  Id
Alg
being the
counit of the adjunction In this case we call T the free monad of 
A T algebra is a pair hX  hi of a set X and a mapping h 	 TX  X such
that
h  Th  h  
X
h  
X
 id
X



From now on we skip the superscript 
  
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A T homomorphism f 	 hX  hi  hX
 
  h
 
i is a mapping f 	 X  X
 
such that
f  h  h
 
 Tf

In particular the free T algebra over a set X is hTX  
X
i The category Set
T
of T algebras and T homomorphisms is isomorphic to Alg

Dually coalgebras for an endofunctor B 	 Set Set can be represented as
coalgebras for a comonad D  hD    i provided that the underlying functor
U 	 BCoalg Set has a right adjoint R 	 Set BCoalg	 Let in this case
the cofree comonad of B be given by D  UR 	 Set  Set   	 D  Id
Set

and   U
R
	 D  D
 
with  and  the unit and counit of U a R
respectively
The coalgebras for this comonad are pairs hX  k 	 X  DXi of a set X
and a mapping k such that

X
 k  Dk  k 
X
 k  id
X


and a Dcohomomorphism f 	 hX  ki  hX
 
  k
 
i is a mapping f 	 X  X
 
such that
k
 
 f  k Df

The cofree Dcoalgebra over X is hDX  
X
i The category Set
D
of D
coalgebras is isomorphic to the category BCoalg of coalgebras for the endo
functor B 
see eg  
Bialgebras   are algebracoalgebra pairs over a common carrier
De nition  bialgebras A distributive law  	 TD  DT of a monad
T  hT    i over a comonad D  hD    i   is a natural transformation
such that
  
D
 D   
D
 D  
T
 T
 
T  
T
  D  
D
 T  
T
 
  
The category Bialg of bialgebras has as objects pairs TX
h
  X
k
 
DX of T algebras and Dcoalgebras with common carrier X satisfying the
pentagonal law
k  h  Dh  
X
 Tk
 
which makes h a coalgebra morphism and k an algebra homomorphism The
morphisms f 	 hX  h  ki  hX
 
  h
 
  k
 
i of Bialg are those morphisms f 	
X  X
 
which are both T algebra and Dcoalgebra morphisms
Hence in order to dene a category of bialgebras we have to provide a
monad T and a comonad D specifying respectively the algebraic and coalge
braic structure and a distributive law relating the two structures Letting T
and D be given as above it remains to derive the distributive law
By assumption B  V  V  B

 the endofunctor B

is a lifting of B to
the category Alg
 and thus to the isomorphic category Set
T
 By   such
liftings are equivalent to distributive laws of T over the endofunctor B ie
 
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natural transformations  	 TB  BT satisfying
  
B
 B   
B
 B  
T
 T
 
This is dened by

A
 V 

B
A


 	 V F 
BA BV F 
A  V B

F 
A
where 
B
A


	 F 
BA B

F 
A is induced by the free construction on BA
from
B
A
	 BA BV F 
A  V B

F 
A
We can extend  to a distributive law  	 TD  DT of the monad T over
the comonad D by letting 
X
	 TDX  DTX be the unique arrow induced
by the universal property of the cofree coalgebra hDTX  z
TX
i over TX	
TX DTX
TDX
BDTX
TBDX BTDX
 
TX
T 
X

X
z
TX
Tz
X

DX
B
X
Using the above isomorphisms of categories Alg



Set
T
and
BCoalg


Set
D
it can be shown that the categories Bialg and B

Coalg
are isomorphic Proposition   follows then directly from Theorem  and
 of  
 Lax Coalgebras as Lax Bialgebras
Using the presentation of algebras and coalgebras based on monads and
comonads developed in the previous section we lift to the more abstract
setting the lax notions of cohomomorphism and coalgebra of Section  and
 respectively Thereby we hope to clarify the relation between algebra and
coalgebra structure in the more symmetric bialgebra presentation and to ben
et from general proof techniques that exist for these categorical notions
We rst provide a comonad presentation of coalgebras with lax cohomo
morphisms 
introduced in Section  which extends the wellknown isomor
phism BCoalg


Set
D
 This is applied afterwards for representing the cat
egory hB

 viLaxCoalg
lx
of lax coalgebras in Alg
 with lax cohomomor
phisms 
dened in Section  as category of lax bialgebras thus extending the
correspondence developed in the previous section in the strict case

 Lax Cohomomorphisms
In analogy to lax cohomomorphisms for an 
orderendowed endofunctor 
cf
Denition  we dene the lax cohomomorphisms for a comonad	
De nition  lax hD vicohomomorphism Let D  hD    i be a
comonad on a category C with orderendowed endofunctor hD vi A lax
 
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hD vicohomomorphism f 	 hX  ki  hX
 
  k
 
i is a mapping f 	 X  X
 
such that
Df  k v k
 
 f
 
The category of hD vicoalgebras with lax hD vicohomomorphisms is de
noted by C
hD vi

In the case of a cofree comonad D for an 
orderendowed endofunctor B
an orderendowment of 
the endofunctor of D may be derived as follows	
Lemma  Assume an orderendowed endofunctor hB vi on a category C
and let D  hD    i be the cofree comonad of B Then hD v
D
i is an order
endowed endofunctor with preorder de ned by
f v
D
g 	 X  DY i B
Y
 z
Y
 f v B
Y
 z
Y
 g 	 X  BY
where DY
z
Y
  B
DY  is the structure of the cofree Bcoalgebra RY 
The idea is of course that with this orderendowment of D the categories
hB viCoalg
lx
and C
hD v
D
i
are isomorphic
Proposition  Let hB vi be an orderendowed endofunctor with cofree
comonad D Then the categories hB viCoalg
lx
and C
hD v
D
i
are isomorphic
Proof The mapping hX  ki  hX B
Y
 z
Y
 ki is the object part of the
isomorphism from C
D
to BCoalg 
see eg   Then Proposition  follows
immediately from the denition of v
D
in Lemma   
Thus in particular hP
L
 iCoalg
lx
is isomorphic to Set
hD 
D
i
with D
the cofree comonad over P
L
and 
D
derived from  by Lemma  Hence
altogether we provided three equivalent representations of nitely branching
nondeterministic labeled transition systems	 The category TS
L
of transition
systems itself the category hP
L
 iCoalg
lx
of coalgebras and lax cohomo
morphisms for the endofunctor P
L
 and the category Set
hD 
D
i
of coalgebras
and lax cohomomorphisms for the cofree comonad D over P
L

	 Lax Bialgebras with Lax Cohomomorphisms
Like it is done in Section  for coalgebras for an endofunctor B we enrich
coalgebras for a comonad D with a lax algebraic structure thus providing a
bialgebra presentation of the category hB

 viLaxCoalg
lx

De nition  lax bialgebras with lax cohomomorphisms Let  	 TD 
DT be a distributive law of a monad T over a comonad D with orderendowed
endofunctor hD vi A lax h vibialgebra is a pair TX
h
  X
k
  DX of a
T algebra h and a Dcoalgebra k with common carrier X satisfying the lax
pentagonal law
Dh  
X
 Tk v k  h
 
 
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A lax cohomomorphism f 	 hX  h  ki  hX
 
  h
 
  k
 
i of 
lax bialgebras is a mor
phisms f 	 X  X
 
which is both a T algebra morphism and a laxDcoalgebra
morphism The category of lax h vibialgebras and lax cohomomorphisms is
denoted by h viLaxBialg
lx

Proposition  Assume a speci cation  with free monad T  an order
endowed endofunctor hB vi on Set with cofree comonad D and a lifting
B

of B to the algebras with corresponding distributive law  Let v
D
be
the derived preorder of Lemma 	 Then the categories hB

 viLaxCoalg
lx
and h v
D
iLaxBialg
lx
are isomorphic
Proof Sketch Let  	 TB  BT be the distributive law of the monad
T over the endofunctor B that was used in Section  to derive  	 TD 
DT  and dene as intermediate step the category h viLaxBialg
lx
of lax 
bialgebras by replacing D with B  with  and v
D
with v in Denition 
Using Proposition  and the construction of  in Section  it can be shown
that this category is isomorphic to h v
D
iLaxBialg
lx

A lax T homomorphism f 	 hX  hi  B
T
hX
 
  h
 
i  hBX
 
  Bh
 
 
X
 
i
is a mapping f 	 X  X
 
such that Bh
 
 
X
 
 Tf v f  h Since
TX is a construction of 
equivalence classes of terms over X one can
show inductively that this is equivalent to f 	 A  B

A
 
being a lax 
homomorphism 
cf Denition  where A B

A
 
are the corresponding 
algebras of hX  hi  B
T
hX
 
  h
 
i Using this fact h viLaxBialg
lx
is shown
to be isomorphic to hB

 viLaxCoalg
lx
 On objects this amounts to ob
serve that hX  k  hi is a lax bialgebra 
that is Bh  
X
 Tk v k  h i
k 	 hX  hi  hBX Bh  
X
i is a lax T homomorphism which in turn is
equivalent to the lax homomorphism k 	 A  B


A The morphisms of
h viLaxBialg
lx
and hB

 viLaxCoalg
lx
are related by the isomorphism
Set
T


Alg
 and their lax cohomomorphism properties are expressed by
the same preorder v in the common underlying category Set  
Like for labeled transition systems this provides us with three equiva
lent presentations of structured transition systems with algebra structure	
The category of structured transition systems TS

L
of Denition  the
category hP

L
 iLaxCoalg
lx
of lax coalgebras with lax cohomomorphisms
for the endofunctor P

L

cf Denition  and the corresponding category
h 
D
iLaxBialg
lx
of lax bialgebras with D cofree over P
L
and  as derived
in Section 
 Conclusion
This paper relates transition systems and coalgebras both in their plain and
structured versions with the motivation of comparing and combining their
complementary contributions to the theory of concurrent systems In the un
structured case the enrichment of the coalgebraic framework by lax coho
momorphisms extends the wellknown correspondence of labeled transition
 
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systems and coalgebras from objects to morphisms This leads to the isomor
phism of categories TS
L


hP
L
 iCoalg
lx

It turns out that enriching transition systems and coalgebras with 
algebra structure this isomorphism is lost since due to the dierent repre
sentation of nondeterminism in both frameworks also the compatibility con
ditions imposed by the algebra structure on the transitions of the systems are
dierent This leads to the introduction of lax coalgebras where the coalge
bra structure is given by a lax homomorphism and to the corresponding
category hP

L
 iLaxCoalg
lx
which now is isomorphic to the category TS

L
of structured transition systems Hence this category may be used as an
interface between coalgebras and structured transition systems
Below we discuss two further points that are of relevance for our general
aim but beyond the scope of the present paper

 On two Notions of Structured Transition Systems
As mentioned in the introduction there are two natural notions of transition
system corresponding to two dierent notions of graph	 The one used in this
paper is based on simple edgelabeled graphs that is with transition relation as
subset of the product SLS 
cf Denition  Its relation to coalgebras is
given by regarding labels as observations and encoding the transition relation
as a mapping into a power set We will refer to this notion as simple graph
version of 
structured transition systems
Instead the notion of structured transition systems in  is based on multi
graphs hV E  s  t 	 E  V i where transitions form a set E 
ie they have no
label but an identity and two mappings s  t give the corresponding source and
target state The relation of such multi graph 
structured transition systems
with coalgebras is less obvious However as stressed in the introduction this
framework accommodates a free construction of structured transition systems
from heterogeneous graphs 
representing programs that does not always exist
in the simple framework since in general free constructions do not preserve
subobjects
Hence a question of interest that we didnt discuss so far is the relation
of the simple graph and the multi graph notion of 
structured transition
systems In fact every edgelabeled simple graph can be seen as multi graph
by dening the source and target functions by the rst and third projection
ie
hS  L  i  hS    	

  	

i
 
Vice verse we may regard the identity of an edge as a label
hV E  s  ti  hV E  i
 
with s
e
e
  t
e for all e  E Notice that unlike in Denition   in
the simple graphs above we explicitly include the collection of labels L as a
second component In fact in order to extend mapping 
  from objects to
 
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morphisms we have to move to a more general category of simple transition
systems TS

where the set of labels is not xed and morphisms are pairs
hf
S
  f
L
i of mappings for states and labels with the obvious preservation of
transitions Then it can be shown that the functor dened by 
  has a left
adjoint given by 
 
Generalizing this adjunction to structured transition systems these func
tors can be used in the comparison of the two frameworks For example the
free construction of structured transition systems from programs developed in
the multi graph framework in  can be extended to the category of simple
structured transition systems TS

by composing it with the left adjoint 
 
In order to pass to the coalgebraic framework via the isomorphism TS

L


hP

L
 iLaxCoalg
lx
we could restrict again to transition systems over a xed
set of labels L It seems more natural however to generalize instead the
category hP

L
 iLaxCoalg
lx
 In fact the categories of lax hP

L
 icoalgebras
for a generic L form a 
covariant indexed category over the category of 
label
algebras Alg
 whose attening corresponds to the more general category
of transition systems TS


	 Bisimulation Congruence and Bialgebras
Another interesting question is the general relationship of bisimulation and
congruence for structured transition systems For transition systems of Petri
nets it has been observed in Section  that Observational Equivalence the
maximal bisimulation   is not a congruence wrt the monoidal structure
Accepting this on could ask if Observational Congruence the coarsest con
gruence contained in Observational Equivalence is still a bisimulation This is
not the case for example for CCS weak bisimulation and this motivated the
notion of dynamic bisimulation 
which is both bisimulation and congruence
in    When Observational Congruence is interpreted as the compositional
part of Observational Equivalence then being still a bisimulation means that
this compositionality is preserved by the transitions of the system
One can show for Petri nets that Observational Congruence is a bisimu
lation The argument is based on the fact that transitions are closed under
context that is if m
t
  m
 
is a transition of a net and c is a marking then
there is also a transition m c
t
  m
 
 c Since the same is true for general
structured transition systems one may expect a corresponding result for any
algebraic structure 
The notions of congruence and bisimulation are directly related to the
properties of 
strict homomorphisms and cohomomorphisms Eg congru
ences are exactly those equivalences that are induced by homomorphisms
and a dual fact holds for bisimulations Hence relaxing the homomorphism
and cohomomorphism properties we obtain a categorical framework where we
can discuss questions like the one above whether Observational Congruence is
a bisimulation
 
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We employ the concept of bialgebras in order to explain this idea since in
our view their denition of morphisms provides the most explicit representa
tion of the homomorphism and cohomomorphism properties 
by means of the
commutativity of the respective subdiagrams 
  and 
 below
TX
TX
 
X
X
 
DX
DX
 
h
h
 
k
k
 
Tf f Df 
According to the above intuition the strict framework of   where both
diagrams commute characterizes the notion of dynamic bisimulation    A
framework where to represent eg congruences that are not bisimulations

like CCS Observational Congruence is obtained by weakening the commu
tativity 
 so that f 	 hX  ki  hX
 
  k
 
i becomes a lax cohomomorphism 
cf
Denition  
In order to describe bisimulations that are not necessarily congruences

like CCS weak bisimulation we have to relax on the algebraic side instead
However it doesnt make sense to require the lax commutativity of 
  above
since the ordering v we use is only given for arrows of type X  DY  A way
out is to replace the commutativity of 
  by a lax commutativity of the outer
diagram that is
k
 
 h
 
 Tf v Df  k  h
 
Denote by h viLaxBialg
lx
the category having lax h vibialgebras as
objects and as arrows f 	 hX  h  ki  hX
 
  h
 
  k
 
i arrows f 	 X  X
 
which
are strict Dcoalgebra morphism and satisfy 
 
The resulting framework is again strictly coalgebraic that is forgetting
the algebraic structure we obtain coalgebras and 
strict cohomomorphisms for
the comonadD The relaxed homomorphism property on morphisms allows us
to recover the nal bialgebras of Bialg as nal objects in h viLaxBialg
lx

as shown in the following proposition
Proposition 	 If C has a  nal object  then h viLaxBialg
lx
has a  nal
object given by TD

 
  DT
D 
T 
  D

 
  D
 
 with carrier D
Proof Sketch The nal morphism from a lax bialgebra hX  h  ki is given
by D
X
 k where 
X
	 X   is the unique nal morphism in C Uniqueness
of D
X
 k follows from its uniqueness as Dcoalgebra morphism and the
lax homomorphism property from the lax bialgebra property of hX  h  ki the
Dcoalgebra law for k and some naturality conditions  
The nal bialgebra of h viLaxBialg
lx
is mapped to the nal D
coalgebra by disregarding its algebraic structure Thus if D is the cofree
comonad of an endofunctor P

L
 the unique nal morphisms in h v
 
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iLaxBialg
lx
characterize maximal bisimulations on structured transition sys
tems in TS

L
 In contrast to the strict framework   this does not imply that
such bisimulations are congruences since morphisms of h viLaxBialg
lx
are
only lax T homomorphisms
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